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Markets

U.N. issues first offsets to CDM programme

28 Dec 2012 04:12 PM Last updated: 28 Dec 2012 04:51 PM
LONDON, Dec 28 (Reuters Point Carbon) – The U.N. on Thursday issued the first ever carbon credits to a
programmatic CDM project, paving the way for offset supply from schemes once seen as pivotal in getting carbon
finance to the world’s poorest regions.

Australian developer CoolNRG’s Cuidemos programme to install millions of energy efficient lightbulbs across Mexico
received 19,241 Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) for emission reductions made over Dec. 2009 to Nov 2010,
according to the UNFCCC website.

The issuance was the first award under the U.N.’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) to a programme of activity, a
type of project designed to make smaller emission cutting initiatives cheaper to fund by grouping together multiple
efforts.

Cuidemos, the first CDM programme to be registered by the U.N. in July 2009, first applied for credits in April 2011 but
was forced to re-apply after U.N. regulators demanded more proof that emission reductions had taken place.

“It’s been a long and painful journey for these credits to be issued," said Geoff Sinclair, head of carbon finance and
trading at Standard Bank, which has helped finance around 20 programmes, including the Cuidemos project.

“Although it must be remembered that this is an entirely new type of project and getting through the process was never
going to be simple.”

The U.N. has registered 57 CDM programmes so far that are designed to earn around 5.5 million CERs a year,
according to Maria Kolos, an analyst at Thomson Reuters Point Carbon, a tiny amount compared with the 1.14 billion
credits issued through the mechanism to date.

“Though the volume issued is rather moderate, it will motivate initiating new issuances in future,” said Kolos, adding that
two other programmes were currently waiting for their issuance requests to be processed by the U.N.

STALLED INVESTMENT

Sinclair agreed that the first issuance was likely to result in a boost to the CDM supply pipeline from several schemes
that had sold credits in advance at higher prices than in the secondary market, where credits are almost worthless. 

But he said other unhedged schemes might never apply for credits unless prices recover.

“Until something radical is done to address the demand side then investors will see no reason to invest in new CDM
projects and will remember the stranded investments that current prices are causing,” he added.

The price of U.N. offsets has collapsed 90 percent year-on-year to around 40 cents, around 10 cents below what
analysts say it costs developers in fees to get issued with credits and well below costs involved in investing in carbon-
cutting equipment.

The price crash is due mainly to a lack of fresh demand as industrialised nations have failed take on deeper emission
reduction pledges while existing projects pump out more offset credits.

Point Carbon’s Kolos reckons some developers have opted to apply to have their projects registered for sale to
corporate buyers in the voluntary market, which can attract higher prices while avoiding the risk of getting rejected by the
U.N.

SCALED-UP CDM

Investment in programmes had been touted by the U.N. as a way bringing the benefits of the CDM to households in
developing countries rather than power generators and industrial companies, which have been the main beneficiaries of
the CDM's original project-by-project approach.

But efforts to scale up the CDM through programmes have been deterred by a lack of clarity over how to monitor
emissions cuts that would take place in multiple locations, some of which are located in different countries.
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“A lot of people underestimated what would be involved with monitoring and reporting the emission reductions,” said
Standard Bank’s Sinclair.

Third party auditors that developers are required to use to check on the projects, such as energy efficient lighting or lower
carbon cookstoves, have long sought clearer rules on who is liable in the event that credits are incorrectly issued.

Point Carbon analyst Kolos said the U.N.-appointed board that oversees the CDM had in November made several
changes to rules that would add more certainty, such as requiring separate documents and registration for every new
type of carbon-cutting measure added to each programme. 

“Some of the (changes) add more work for the UNFCCC ... which can slow down the project cycle and consequently
delay issuance,” she said.
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